Referral bias in female functional hyperandrogenism and polycystic ovary syndrome
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Abstract

Objective: Women with polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) seeking health care in the United States may be more obese and hyperandrogenic than those present in the general population. We aimed to assess the impact of referral bias on European women with functional androgen excess disorders.

Design: Cross-sectional study.

Methods: We studied two groups of patients: i) 368 consecutive patients referred to our clinic for the study of functional hyperandrogenism (FH) (referral patients); ii) 57 consecutive premenopausal patients identified by screening during blood donation (unselected patients). We compared the anthropometric data from the groups of patients with those of two control populations: iii) a group of unselected premenopausal healthy female blood donors (unselected controls); and iv) data available from the local general premenopausal female population.

Results: Referral patients with FH were more hirsute, had a higher percentage of hyperandrogenemia, and fulfilled PCOS criteria more frequently than unselected patients. The prevalence of obesity in unselected controls was similar to that observed in the general population, whereas referral patients and unselected patients were more frequently obese. The prevalence of obesity was also higher among referral patients compared to unselected patients.

Conclusion: Referral bias influences the phenotype of patients with FH. Patients studied at the clinical setting may show more severe hyperandrogenic and obese phenotypes than patients from the general population, even though PCOS appears to be associated with weight excess also in the general European population. This fact should be considered when establishing reference values and control populations for clinical and research purposes.
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Introduction

Obesity has a negative impact on the cardiovascular risk of women with polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) by increasing, among others, the risk to develop abnormalities of carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, and blood pressure regulation (1, 2). A recent report (3) suggests that US women with PCOS recruited at the clinical setting are more frequently obese, and their hyperandrogenism is more severe than women with PCOS recruited from unselected populations, raising the possibility of referral bias. However, the findings published in this study were obtained from a US multiethnic and multiracial population, and differences in ethnic background and diversity, local environmental factors and access to healthcare resources may also influence the PCOS phenotype (3, 4).
To our best knowledge, these results have not been confirmed nor refuted in other populations, in particular in Europe. Further studies on this issue, conducted preferably in homogeneous populations, are definitely warranted.

The possibility of referral bias is also of utmost importance for the selection of appropriate controls with the aim of establishing reference values, for both clinical and research purposes. For example, in the case of functional hyperandrogenism (FH) and PCOS the possibility that patients included in clinical series may be more obese than those recruited from the general population (3) may overestimate the risks of obesity and metabolic disorders if controls are selected from the general population instead of being carefully selected to be similar in anthropometric variables.

To provide new insights on these methodological and practical aspects, we conducted an observational cross-sectional study including two distinct groups of patients: i) a group of consecutive premenopausal women with FH referred to our clinic for evaluation of clinical hyperandrogenism or menstrual disorders (referral patients); and ii) a group of premenopausal women with FH identified by screening during a prevalence study (5) previously conducted in unselected blood donors (unselected patients).

Then, we compared the anthropometric data from the groups of patients with those of two control populations: iii) a group of unselected premenopausal healthy female blood donors (unselected controls) recruited during the prevalence study previously mentioned (5); and iv) data available from the local general premenopausal female population (6).

**Subjects and methods**

**Referral population**

We collected data from 368 consecutive premenopausal women with FH aged ≥ 18 years-old referred to our Reproductive Endocrinology clinic from 2004 to 2014 because of symptoms of androgen excess such as hirsutism or menstrual dysfunction (referral patients). Because ovarian ultrasound had not been performed routinely during this period of time, the specific diagnoses comprised by the term FH included classic PCOS, idiopathic hyperandrogenism and idiopathic hirsutism (7). A diagnosis of classic PCOS required the presence of clinical and/or biochemical androgen excess together with ovulatory dysfunction (8, 9). Idiopathic hyperandrogenism was defined by the presence of hyperandrogenemia with or without clinical androgen excess in an ovulatory woman (10), and idiopathic hirsutism was defined by the presence of hirsutism in women showing normal serum androgen concentrations and regular ovulatory menstrual cycles (10).

These patients had not received treatment with oral contraceptives, antiandrogenic, or insulin sensitizers during the 6 previous months before enrollment.

**Unselected population**

For the present study, we used the data of 241 consecutive unselected women of reproductive age from Spain reporting spontaneously for blood donation to the Blood Bank Facilities of our Hospital and recruited for a prevalence survey of FH previously published (5). After classifying the women according to the same definitions of FH applied to the referral patients, 57 women fulfilling diagnostic criteria of classic PCOS, idiopathic hyperandrogenism or idiopathic hirsutism composed the group of unselected patients, whereas 184 women without any evidence of FH, menstrual dysfunction or history of subfertility served as unselected controls. Regarding unselected patients, women under hormonal contraception were excluded, unless there was a previous and reliable diagnosis of FH, or their clinical history and physical examination were enough to sustain such diagnosis. None of the subjects were younger than 18 years old, which is the minimum legal age for blood donation in Spain. None of the unselected control women had received treatment with oral contraceptives, antiandrogenic, or antidiabetic drugs during the six previous months before enrollment.

**Population demographics and other methods**

The counts, distribution and circulating androgen profiles of study subgroups are shown in Table 1 and Supplementary Table 1 (see section on supplementary data given at the end of this article). Both cohorts of women were homogeneous in terms of ethnic and racial origin, most women (99.2%) were white Mediterranean Caucasians, and showed homogeneous socioeconomic and cultural background because the Spanish National Health System warrants universal healthcare coverage, and both the referral patients and unselected cohorts were recruited at the same city and Institution. None of the women had been previously diagnosed with hypertension, disturbances of carbohydrate metabolism, or cardiovascular disease.

Hirsutism was scored by the same trained physicians in both cohorts, using the modified Ferriman-Gallwey...
A total score $R_8$ was considered abnormal, and hirsutism was graded as mild (mFG $8–14$) or moderate to severe (mFG $15$) (10). We recorded BMI ($\text{kg/m}^2$) and BMI category (lean ($\text{BMI} < 25 \text{ kg/m}^2$), overweight ($25–29.9 \text{ kg/m}^2$) and obesity ($\text{BMI} \geq 30 \text{ kg/m}^2$)).

All women, including patients and controls, did not receive any economic compensation for their participation. All women signed written informed consent and the local Ethics Committee approved the study.

### Sampling and assays

In the group of referral patients, serum and plasma samples were obtained after 12-h overnight fasting, between days 5 and 10 of a spontaneous or progestin induced menstrual bleeding, or at random in amenorrheic patients after excluding pregnancy (2). On the other hand, serum and plasma samples were obtained from women in the unselected group at the time of blood donation, irrespective of meals and day of the menstrual cycle (5). We obtained a sex steroid profile consisting of serum total testosterone, SHBG, androstenedione ($\Delta_4$), and DHEAS concentrations. Total testosterone was measured by direct RIA (Spectria Testosterone RIA, Orion Diagnostica Oy, Espoo, Finland) in the referral patients and by automated immunochemiluminescence in the unselected population (Immulite 2000, Siemens Healthcare Sector, Erlangen, Germany). The lower limits of detection were 0.5 and 0.7 nmol/l respectively. SHBG, $\Delta_4$ and DHEAS were measured using automated immunochemiluminescence (Immulite 2000, Siemens Healthcare Sector) with lower limits of detection of 0.02 nmol/l for SHBG, 1.0 nmol/l for $\Delta_4$ and 0.4 $\mu$mol/l for DHEAS. The mean intra- and inter-assay CV were $<10\%$ for all these assays. Free testosterone levels were calculated from total testosterone concentrations and SHBG levels (12). Hyperandrogenemia was defined by total testosterone, free testosterone, $\Delta_4$, or DHEAS concentrations above the 95th percentile of our in-house reference range obtained from premenopausal nonhyperandrogenic women with regular menses (13) in the case of referral patients, or from the unselected control group of volunteer donors in the case of unselected patients. Secondary causes of hirsutism or ovulatory dysfunction were excluded by means of either clinical exam or appropriate laboratory testing. All of the assays were run at the time of subjects’ recruitment.

### Statistical analysis

Data are shown as mean $\pm$ S.D., 95% CI and counts (%), as indicated. For continuous variables, logarithmic transformation was applied as needed to ensure normality as needed according to the results of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. The modified hirsutism score was compared among groups of patients by Mann–Whitney $U$ test. Age was compared between both groups of patients and unselected controls by Kruskal–Wallis $H$ test. The BMI of the subgroups was submitted to univariate one-way general linear model in which referral patients, unselected patients or unselected control status was introduced as independent variable, and age was introduced as covariate. The mean effects of the independent variable were analyzed applying the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. The distribution of FH diagnoses, grade of hirsutism, hyperandrogenemia, and BMI categories between referral and unselected patients were compared by $\chi^2$ test.

The odds ratios (95% CI) for obesity in the group of referral patients and unselected patients with respect to the group of unselected controls were calculated by logistic binary regression. We also calculated the odds

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Referral patients (reproductive endocrinology clinic)</th>
<th>Unselected patients (volunteer blood donation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lean</td>
<td>Overweight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional hyperandrogenism</td>
<td>139 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polycystic ovary syndrome (classic phenotype)</td>
<td>67 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idiopathic hyperandrogenism</td>
<td>46 (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idiopathic hirsutism</td>
<td>26 (62)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\chi^2 = 28.1; P < 0.001$

$\chi^2 = 4.9; P = 0.087^a$

*After merging overweight and obese patients because two cells had expected values <5.
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ratios (95% CI) for obesity in each category with respect to published data regarding their prevalence in women aged 18–45 years from Madrid (6) using the Newcombe–Wilson method without continuity correction (14).

We used the IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences Statistics 20 for analyses. \( P < 0.05 \) was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

**Impact of referral bias on FH phenotype**

The hyperandrogenic phenotype was more severe in referral patients, with PCOS being the most frequent specific diagnosis in them, whereas the more frequent FH diagnosis in unselected patients was idiopathic hirsutism (Fig. 1A). Among hirsute patients, the hirsutism score was higher in referral patients compared with patients in the unselected cohort (Fig. 1B), even though the percentage of patients with hirsutism was the same in both cohorts (80.2% vs 80.8%, \( \chi^2 = 0.064, P = 0.801 \) respectively).

Likewise, the percentage of hirsute patients with moderate-severe grade (mFG score \( \geq 15 \)) was higher in referral patients with respect to unselected patients (Fig. 1C). In conceptual agreement, patients from the clinical population had higher circulating total testosterone, free testosterone, \( \delta_4 \), and DHEAS concentrations than unselected patients (Supplementary Table 1), although we did not make direct comparisons between the referral and unselected groups because of the different hormonal assays used for serum testosterone measurement. Also, serum and plasma samples were obtained from women in the unselected cohort at the time of blood donation, irrespective of menstrual cycle phase.

Nonetheless, the percentage of referral patients with elevated free testosterone and \( \delta_4 \) levels were higher in the clinical population than in unselected patients (Fig. 2).

**Impact of referral bias on BMI and BMI categories**

When evaluating the distribution of FH phenotypes among BMI categories in referral and unselected patients, we found significant differences that consisted mainly of a greater proportion of patients with PCOS and obesity in the referral cohort compared to the cohort of unselected patients (Table 1).

Since unselected control women were older than both referral patients and unselected patients \( (33 \pm 8 \text{ vs } 26 \pm 6 \text{ vs } 27 \pm 7 \text{ years, respectively, } P < 0.001) \), we introduced age as covariate in further analyses. Both groups of patients
had higher mean BMIs than unselected controls, but referral and unselected patients showed similar BMI values (Fig. 3A).

Regarding BMI categories, the distribution of unselected controls was similar to the estimates for women from Madrid’s general population aged 18–44 year-old (6), most of whom were lean (Fig. 3B). The odds for obesity were increased in referral patients and in unselected patients, with respect to the general premenopausal female population of Madrid (Fig. 3B). In addition, referral patients had a twofold risk in presenting with obesity compared to unselected patients (OR: 2.1 (1.1–4.1)).

Discussion

In agreement with the previous report from US populations (3), our present results indicate the existence of referral bias in the phenotype of women seeking treatment for FH at a Reproductive Endocrinology Clinic in Spain.

First, the patients referred for evaluation to our clinic had a more severe hyperandrogenic phenotype compared with unselected women from the general population found to have FH by screening after reporting spontaneously for blood donation.

Patients at the clinical setting were more hirsute, had a higher hirsutism grade, presented more frequently with hyperandrogenemia, and suffered classic PCOS more frequently than their unselected counterparts recruited directly from the general population. Actually, these
findings are not surprising because both hirsutism and menstrual disorders have a considerable negative impact on the health related quality of life (HRQoL) of women with hyperandrogenic disorders (15), and might prompt patients to seek appropriate healthcare more actively than women with milder hyperandrogenic symptoms (3).

The presence of a more severe hyperandrogenic phenotype in patients referred to our Reproductive Endocrinology clinic has practical implications in this setting. On the one hand, hyperandrogenemia may predict the metabolic phenotype of these women (16) by increasing the incidence of dysglycemia (16), impaired blood pressure regulation (17), or subclinical atherosclerosis (18), independently of obesity. On the other hand, the classic hyperandrogenic and anovulatory PCOS phenotype that was particularly prevalent in referral patients is associated with insulin resistance and metabolic dysfunction more frequently than with ovulatory phenotypes, even after adjusting by fat mass (19). Furthermore, patients with classic PCOS may show an increased risk for the development of subclinical atherosclerosis compared with patients suffering ovulatory and non-hyperandrogenic PCOS phenotypes (20).

Second, our data suggest that weight excess is intimately associated with FH in both referral and unselected women from Spain, even though such association may be partly the result of referral bias as occurs in the US population (3). In our study, obesity was associated with hyperandrogenism not only in patients in the referral cohort – who might have been referred more frequently to our Clinic considering the profound impact that obesity has on the HRQoL of PCOS patients (21) – but also in patients reporting spontaneously for blood donation. In agreement, patients in both cohorts had increased mean BMI values and frequencies of obesity compared with premenopausal women from the general population.

But in addition, we found a higher prevalence of obesity in referral patients, particularly in those women with classic phenotype, compared with their unselected counterparts. As proposed by Ezeh et al. (3) for the US population, these differences may be related to a more severe ovulatory dysfunction in obese patients (22), which may prompt these women to seek medical care actively. Adiposity and obesity not only facilitate androgen excess in predisposed women (23), but is also a major contributor to the insulin resistance and cardiometabolic comorbidities of women with androgen excess (1, 24).

Nonetheless, we also found higher odds for obesity among referral patients with respect to our cohort of unselected controls and to the data available from the general population than in the previous US study (3). Moreover, the odds were closer to those reported for Caucasians in a recent meta-analysis describing the prevalence of obesity in PCOS (25).

The differences between our present study and the previous US report may be explained by: i) we studied a homogeneous population in terms of ethnic background (over 99% of these women were white Mediterranean Caucasians), and ii) the higher prevalence of obesity in the US general premenopausal female population with respect to the general population from Spain. Of note, the unselected cohort of control women in our study was certainly representative of the premenopausal women in our general population, because their prevalence of weight excess disorders was the same than that reported for women aged 18-45 years old living in Madrid (6).

In our population, the gap between referral patients and unselected patients in terms of mean BMI was smaller than that in the US population (3). Referral women with PCOS from Alabama showed markedly higher mean BMI values than unselected patients, who showed mean BMI values similar to those of unselected controls (3). On the contrary, we found no significant differences between referral and unselected patients in mean BMI values, and our unselected patients identified by screening had higher mean BMI values compared with unselected controls. Bearing in mind that overweight and obese women from Spain have a 28.3% prevalence of PCOS (26), self or otherwise referral patients with FH are likely to reflect the BMI picture of that disorder in our general population.

These discrepancies may be also explained by differences in the access to healthcare resources between Spain and the United States. The Spanish National Health System warrants universal healthcare coverage facilitating that women with mild dermo-cutaneous disturbances related to FH or weight excess sought for medical care. On the contrary, only women with more severe phenotypes might seek medical advice in the United States considering the more restrictive access to the insurance-based US health system.

Our study, however, was not free of limitations: i) the sampling conditions and immunoassays used to measure serum total testosterone concentrations were different in the referral patients and unselected cohorts, yet we established the upper limits of normality for each cohort separately. Noteworthy, when the ability of the immunoassay used in the preset study to make out between hyperandrogenic and normoandrogenic women has
been tested, the percentage of samples with abnormal testosterone concentrations was comparable to that observed when isotope-dilution gas chromatography-mass spectrometry upper limit was applied (27); ii) because ovarian ultrasound was not performed routinely, we cannot determine how many patients with idiopathic hyperandrogenism and idiopathic hirsutism fulfilled recent definitions of PCOS (28). Therefore, we cannot extrapolate any conclusion to women presenting with normoandrogenic PCOS phenotypes, yet the presence of polycystic ovarian morphology does not appear to confer any extra cardiometabolic risk to women with androgen excess (29); and iii) sampling in the unselected cohort was conducted in non-fasting conditions, and we have not been able to study variables such as carbohydrate metabolism, insulin resistance and lipid profiles that require fasting to be correctly assessed.

In conclusion, the possibility of referral bias should be considered when analyzing the phenotype of androgen excess disorders. Patients studied in the clinical setting represent a more severe hyperandrogenic and metabolically morbid subpopulation than those present in the general population. Obesity appears to be an intrinsic association of FH and PCOS, at least in women homogeneous in terms of race, socioeconomic conditions, access to healthcare facilities and ethnicity such as the Mediterranean Spaniards studied here. Finally, women with PCOS at the clinical setting make up a particular subset of patients at cardiometabolic risk because their odds for obesity are even higher than those of patients from the general population. Thus, a comprehensive cardiometabolic assessment is likely warranted in this population.
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